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Probing New Territory in Dark Matter 
Direct Detection

• Dark Matter via inelastic channels

• Shadowing Effect

• Dark Matter Reflecting off the Sun



Probing Light Dark Matter with Inelastic 
Channels

For a given energy threshold in a detector, elastic collisions can probe a mass down to

Inelastic Scattering

The photon energy can be much larger than the nuclear recoil

for inelastic photon production



Probing sub-GeV Dark Matter 



New Limits on Dark Matter 

CK, Pradler PRL ’17,
McCabe ‘17• First time limits on sub-GeV DM with DM-nucleon interactions

• “Converting” a conventional detector to a directional one, DAMIC  
• Generalize to final states that leave the atom excited
• Different DM-nucleon operators
• Majorana Experiment to test the formula using semiconductors



 Dark Matter in the Shadow of the Earth

Emken, CK, ‘17

There is light dark matter phase space that might not be covered 
by underground experiments even if they lower their energy 
threshold due to effective stopping by the rock.

Need for detectors in shallow sites or on surface
However this would increase the background!

• Ideal for portable detectors like DAMIC can be placed either on 
the surface or in shallow sites

• Best latitude at the southern hemisphere ~43 degrees. Chile, 
Argentina, Australia, New Zealand 

The effect can be probed also in directional detectors manifesting
itself as a top-down asymmetry  CK‘15

Observing a daily varying dark matter signal
Avignone Collar ’93, CK, Shoemaker ’14, Foot Vagnozzi ‘15



Re-visiting Direct Detection Limits

Essig, Fernandez-Serra, Mardon, Soto, Volansky, Yu, ’16,  Emken, CK, Shoemaker ‘17



Daily Modulation in the Dark Matter 
Signal

The dark matter signal in underground detectors has three types of diurnal modulation:
• Shadowing effect
• Gravitational focusing Sikivie, Wick ’02,  Alenazi Gondolo ‘06, CK, Nielsen ‘15

• Rotational velocity of the Earth



DAMASCUS: Dark Matter on  
Supercomputers

Performing a simulation of trillions of DM particles on ABACUS
• fully parallelized code, state-of-the-art composition and density profile of Earth
• publicly available
• Precise Recoil Spectrum
• Test self-consistency of experiments
• Probe Currently Elusive Dark Matter



Diurnal Modulation

Largest variation of the signal in the southern hemisphere



DAMASCUS running on high cross section



Probing Elusive Dark Matter

Upgrading DAMASCUS to include
• Bound States
• Detector shielding
• Gravitational focusing

A coordinated shallow site run in direct detection with a dedicated search from colliders
will probe the elusive sub-GeV dark matter parameter space. 



3. Reflecting off the Sun

Light Particles crossing the Sun can scatter off hot nuclei and ejected out with 
higher velocity than the one they entered, thus becoming potentially detectable



Reflecting off the Sun

Emken,CK, Nielsen ’17

Similar Ideas:
•  Evaporating Dark Matter CK’15 

•  DM-electron scattering  An, Pospelov, Pradler ‘17



Reflecting off the Sun



Conclusions

Inelastic Channels
•  New Limits
• Reducing effectively the energy threshold of current detectors
• “Converting” non-directional detectors to directional ones

Shadow Effect
• probing elusive DM with shallow detectors
• precise recoil spectrum 

Reflected Dark Matter
•  Probing low masses


